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A B S T R A C T   

The extraordinary mechanical properties shown by many biological materials stem from their unique hierar-
chical structures. The spicules of the deep-sea glass sponge, Euplectella aspergillum, show layered architecture and 
are known to improve toughness in various loading conditions. In the present work, we conducted a systematic 
study on the tensile and fracture behavior of E. aspergillum’s spicules. Tensile tests were performed on three 
different gage lengths of spicules that compose anchoring structures of E. aspergillum. The cross-sectional area of 
each spicule was accurately measured using an x-ray microscope. The effect of gage length and varying cross- 
sectional area on the tensile behavior of spicules is discussed in detail. The interplay between two failure 
initiation sites, namely, weakest-link flaws and minimum cross-sectional area locations was observed. Weibull 
statistics were used to quantify the variability in the strengths of spicules as a function of their gage length. The 
Weibull modulus was observed to decrease with the increase in gage length. The possibility of a bimodal flaw 
population for a higher gage length of spicules due to the interplay between failure initiation sites is also dis-
cussed. The fractography study was utilized to understand the failure and toughening mechanisms of spicules in 
tensile loading. The fracture toughness of the central core was quantified from fracture surfaces using a linear 
elastic fracture mechanics model. The present study shows that the failure of spicules initiates in the outer layers 
and proceeds progressively to the center. The layers surrounding the central core of the spicule resist the crack 
propagation and increase its toughness.   

1. Introduction 

Many biological materials exhibit an extraordinary combination of 
mechanical properties thanks to their unique hierarchical structures that 
scale from microstructure to macrostructure. Unique microstructural 
design principles can be extracted from these materials, which can then 
be used as inspiration to develop high-performance, lightweight struc-
tural materials. To achieve this, understanding structure-property re-
lations in these materials is of paramount importance. For a couple of 
decades, researchers have been investigating various biological mate-
rials, one of which is a deep-sea sponge Euplectella aspergillum, 
commonly known as Venus flower basket. This sponge is widely 
distributed across all oceans at depths of 100–1000 m and is known for 
providing a house for mating pairs of shrimp (Beaulieu, 2001; Berggren, 

1993; Saito et al., 2002; Saito and Takeda, 2003). Unlike soft sponges, 
which are composed of a modified type of collagen protein called 
spongin, E. aspergillum belongs to a class of so-called “glass sponges” that 
have a rigid skeleton composed of multi-pointed, silica-based spicules. 
The structure of E. aspergillum exhibits microstructural hierarchy at 
multiple scales (Aizenberg et al., 2005; Weaver et al., 2007). At a 
macroscopic scale, the skeleton of E. aspergillum is made from a unique 
arrangement of fused and unfused fibers, also referred as spicules. Each 
spicule itself has multiple elongated rays that exhibit a layered archi-
tecture at the microscale. The rays of a single spicule have a central core 
surrounded by concentric silica layers, (Fig. 3 (b, c, and d)), and the 
silica layers are separated by proteinaceous organic glue. 

In the last two decades, several efforts have been made to understand 
the effect of the architecture of the siliceous spicules’ of glass sponges on 
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their mechanical behavior. Spicules of E. aspergillum were tested in 
various loading conditions, and their properties were compared to 
synthetic glass fibers or spicules of other sea sponge (e.g. Tethya aur-
antia) which are solid cylinders (no layered coating around the fibers as 
in E. aspergillum). Mayer et al. and others (Johnson et al., 2010; Mayer 
and Zhou, 2009; Walter et al., 2007a, 2007b) tested E. aspergillum’s 
spicules in tension, bending, and torsional loading conditions and 
compared their properties to synthetic glass fibers. They observed sig-
nificant improvement in the toughness of the spicule and attributed it to 
its layered architecture. Monn et al. (Monn et al., 2020; Monn and 
Kesari, 2017) tested spicules in bending conditions and compared them 
with the spicules of T. aurantia that do not exhibit a layered architecture. 
Their observations also suggested that the layered architecture 
improved fracture toughness and failure strain of spicules. 

Although the studies above show the beneficial effect of the spicule’s 
architecture in improving its mechanical properties, very few efforts 
have been made to understand the precise mechanisms by which 
toughness is improved. Mayer et al. (Mayer et al., 2005) utilized slower 
displacement rates to understand the failure mechanism of spicules in 
tensile loading and speculated that the failure starts from the outer 
layers and proceeds layer by layer to the central core, but their hy-
pothesis was not supported by conclusive quantitative evidence. The 
type and flaw size distribution in these natural spicules, coupled with 
the effect of strength has not been studied. Furthermore, since these are 
natural fibers, the cross-sectional area of the spicules varies significantly 
along the length of the spicule, making strength measurements difficult. 
Also, the previous studies were performed on a limited number of 
samples and do not include detailed statistical analysis. These factors are 
crucial and should be considered while investigating the mechanical 
behavior of these spicules. Thus, there is a need for an investigation of 
the failure mechanisms, particularly related to flaw size distribution and 
the layered architecture of each individual spicule. 

In the present study, we have thoroughly investigated the micro-
mechanical and fracture behavior of E. aspergillum’s spicules. In the first 
part of this work, we investigated the structure of E. aspergillum’s skel-
eton in three dimensions using x-ray microscopy. In the second part of 
this paper, we present a systematic investigation of the tensile and 
fracture behavior of E. aspergillum’s spicules. We used three different 
gage lengths of spicules for tensile testing to unambiguously determine 
the Young’s modulus (by neglecting the contribution from machine 
compliance). More importantly, the cross-sectional area of each spicule 
was accurately measured at various locations using x-ray microscopy 
prior to testing. The effect of gage length and varying cross-sectional 
area on the tensile behavior of spicules is discussed. The variability in 
the strength of spicules was quantified over the gage length using Wei-
bull statistics. Finally, the fracture toughness of the spicule’s central core 
was estimated from fracture surfaces using the linear elastic fracture 
mechanics. Rigorous fractography, post tensile testing, provided unique 
insights into the failure mechanism of these spicules. We show that the 
fracture process of spicules begins in the outer layers of the spicule, and 
that the layers behave as a sacrificial material protecting the central core 
through various toughening mechanisms. Our results have implications 
for the study of other natural fibers and their application to bio-inspired 
materials. 

2. Materials and experimental procedure 

2.1. Material 

The skeleton of E. aspergillum in its dry state was used for structural 
characterization and mechanical testing. Sections from the main body of 
the sponge were excised using a razor blade. The anchor spicules from 
the basal part of the skeleton were carefully drawn using a tweezer for 
nanoindentation and tensile testing. 

2.2. X-ray microscopy 

The structure of E. aspergillum was investigated using a commercial x- 
ray microscope (Zeiss Xradia Versa 620, Thornwood, NY). Multiple 
resolution scans were performed to probe the structure of the skeletal 
wall of E. aspergillum. To visualize the general structure of the wall, a 
large field of view scan was performed using a 0.4X objective lens. The 
scan parameters were optimized to get the desired field of view and 
resolution. 3201 projections were acquired using 60 kV voltage and 5 W 
power. The exposure time of 4 s was used for each projection. The pixel 
size achieved for this scan was 23.5 µm with camera binning 1. To 
investigate the arrangement of spicules at a lower length scale, a smaller 
section was scanned at a higher resolution. The parameters used for the 
higher resolution scan were 60 kV voltage, 5 W power, 0.4X objective 
lens, exposure time 4 s, and camera binning 2. Using these parameters, 
the pixel size obtained was 8.4 µm. Following the scans, image analysis 
was performed using a commercial image analysis software (Avizo 9.0, 
Bethesda, MD). All the datasets were segmented, and volume-rendered 
for better visualization. 

Before each tensile test, the spicule was imaged using the x-ray mi-
croscope. The spicule along with the cardboard frame (described in 
more detail below) was mounted on the stage of the x-ray microscope. 
Five equidistant locations across the gage length of spicules were imaged 
from two orthogonal views (Fig. 1(a)). The radiographs of spicules were 
taken at a pixel size of 0.54 µm using 80 kV voltage, 10 W power, 20X 
objective lens, 10 s exposure time, and camera binning 2. The cross- 
sectional area of each spicule was measured at all the locations using 
open-source image analysis software (ImageJ, Bethesda, MD). After 
tensile testing, the fractured spicules were collected and imaged again. 
The same scan parameters were used to take radiographs of spicules 
after testing. The area at fracture locations was again measured using 
ImageJ. 

2.3. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

Fractographic analysis was conducted using SEM. The spicules were 
coated with a thin conductive Au-Pd layer. The spicules were observed 
at a voltage and working distance of 5 kV and 10 mm, respectively, using 
a secondary electron detector (Zeiss Auriga, Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). 

2.4. Nanoindentation 

For nanoindentation, anchor spicules from the basal part of 
E. aspergillum were taken out using tweezers and mounted in epoxy. 
They were polished using 300, 600, and 1200-P4000 grit SiC polishing 
papers. The samples were further fine polished down to 0.3 µm using 
colloidal alumina. Nanoindentation experiments were performed in 
MTS Nanoindenter® XP (Eden Prairie, MN) using Continuous Stiffness 
Measurement (CSM) mode using diamond Berkovich tip with tip 
diameter around 40 nm. CSM mode provides the instantaneous values of 
modulus and hardness as a function of depth. All the indents were 
performed under displacement-controlled mode at a constant strain rate 
of 0.05 s− 1 with a maximum depth of 1 µm. The values of reduced 
modulus and hardness were taken from a depth of 150 nm to 300 nm 
where they were constant. The Young’s modulus of spicules was then 
determined from the reduced modulus using the Oliver-Pharr method 
(Oliver and Pharr, 1992). 

2.5. Tensile testing 

Tensile testing was conducted on anchor spicules from the base of the 
E. aspergillum basket. These anchor spicules are loosely packed in the 
basal part of the basket and exhibit only a single ray. Additionally, these 
spicules are longer than any other spicules of E. aspergillum, and, thus, 
provide an opportunity to test longer gage lengths. As the diameter of 
spicules is only around 30–60 µm, gripping them and ensuring uniform 
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load across the gage length is difficult. This problem was circumvented 
by using a cardboard frame for testing as shown in Fig. 1(b) (Chawla 
et al., 2005; Silva et al., 2009, 2008). A hole having a length equal to the 
gage length was punched in a cardboard frame and the spicule was 
mounted at the ends of the hole using superglue. Superglue was allowed 
to dry for 24 h before conducting the tensile tests. Before the start of the 
tensile test, both the ends near the hole were cut using a pair of scissors 
to ensure that the load would be carried by spicule (Fig. 1(b)). Three 
gage lengths- 10 mm, 15 mm, and 25 mm were used for tensile testing. 
Tensile testing was conducted on a microforce testing system (Tytron 
250, MTS systems, Minneapolis, MN). All the tests were conducted in a 
displacement-controlled mode with a constant displacement rate of 0.5 
mm/min (8.3 µm/s). This displacement rate corresponds to strain rates 
of 0.05 min− 1, 0.03 min− 1, and 0.02 min− 1 for 10 mm, 15 mm, and 25 
mm gage lengths, respectively. Force on the spicule was measured using 
a 50 N load cell. The compliance of the testing system was then 

subtracted analytically using the load versus displacement behavior of 
spicules at the different gage lengths. This will be discussed in detail in a 
later section. Following tensile testing, all the fracture surfaces of spic-
ules were recovered for fractographic analysis. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Multiscale structure of E. Aspergillum 

E. aspergillum exhibits a hierarchical structure at multiple length 
scales spanning from the individual layered spicules to the overall 
basket-like structure. A correlative microscopy approach is necessary to 
capture this multiscale structure. The structure of E. aspergillum was 
investigated using a combination of x-ray microtomography and scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM). 

X-ray microtomography provides a non-destructive way to probe the 

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic showing the procedure to measure cross-sectional area of each spicule using X-ray microscope, and (b) Schematic of cardboard frame utilized 
for the tensile testing of spicules. 

Fig. 2. Multiscale hierarchical structure of E. aspergillum investigated by x-ray microtomography- (a) photograph of E. aspergillum’s skeleton, (b) Volume rendering 
showing the upper section of E. aspergillum, (c) volume rendering showing a small portion of the skeletal wall, (d) cross-shaped spicules segmented and represented 
using different colors, arrows show nodes that contain axial center of spicules (e) volume rendering showing the axial center and cross shape (four rays) of spicule. 
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structure in three dimensions. Fig. 2 shows the structure of E. aspergillum 
at multiple length scales. As shown in Fig. 2(a and b), the skeleton of 
E. aspergillum consists of an upper cap, external ridges, skeletal wall, and 
holdfast apparatus (anchoring portion). The skeletal wall further con-
sists of bundles of spicules arranged in horizontal, vertical, and diagonal 
fashion. To take a closer look at a skeletal wall, a smaller portion was 
sectioned (highlighted by a box in Fig. 2(b)) and studied in the x-ray 
microscope. The corresponding volume rendering is shown in Fig. 2(c). 
A closer observation of volume rendering suggested that the spicules 
making the skeletal wall exhibit four rays and appear to have a cross- 
shape (Fig. 2(d,e)). In Fig. 2(d), cross-shaped spicules have been 
segmented using a region-growing algorithm (Adams and Bischof, 1994) 
and represented using different colors for better visualization. These 
cross-shaped spicules overlap with each other, and their non-planar 
nature helps arrange themselves in a cylindrical shape. The overlap of 
these spicules creates rectangular cells on the skeletal wall where the 
corner of each cell can be considered as a node. In Fig. 2(d), nodes 
containing axial center of cross-shaped spicule are shown by arrow. A 
careful observation of Fig. 2(d) suggests that each node does not contain 
the axial center of cross-shaped spicule. Instead, the axial center is 
located at every alternating node. The current observations are consis-
tent with those reported by others (Aizenberg et al., 2005; Bacheva 
et al., 2011; Weaver et al., 2007). The presence of an axial center at 
every alternating node means that the skeletal wall of E. aspergillum is 
made from not a single but two interweaving grids/lattices of the cross- 
shaped spicules. Such an interweaving arrangement of lattices appears 
beneficial for making the skeleton flexible and more robust. The nodes 
containing the axial center of the spicule are fixed nodes while those that 
do not have an axial center can be considered as free nodes. The rays of 
spicule at free nodes can freely move. We believe that by using two 
interweaving lattices, E. aspergillum increases the number of free nodes 
to provide a combination of flexibility and damage-tolerance. This could 

be a good strategy to design fibrous, drapable structures with a higher 
degree of flexibility. 

At the microscale, the individual spicules also exhibit a hierarchical 
structure. They show a laminated architecture as represented in Fig. 3 
(b) where the central core is surrounded by concentric alternating layers 
of non-crystalline hydrated silica. The size of the central core is around 
20–30 µm which is almost half of the size of the spicule. The core of the 
spicule contains a proteinaceous axial filament at its center (Fig. 3(c). 
The axial filament is the most fundamental unit of E. aspergillum and is 
believed to be a precursor for the silicification in the spicule (Müller, 
2003). The thickness of the silica layers decreases from ~ 2 µm at the 
center to ~ 0.5 µm near the periphery and are separated by a 5–10 nm 
thick organic material composed of silicatein enzyme (Ehrlich et al., 
2008; Wang et al., 2012a, 2010; Weaver et al., 2007). In subsequent 
sections, we will see the beneficial effect of this architecture towards 
enhancing the toughness of individual spicules. 

3.2. Nanoindentation 

The intrinsic mechanical properties of the spicules were studied by 
nanoindentation, using the continuous stiffness method (CSM). As dis-
cussed in previous section, spicules of E. aspergillum exhibit layered ar-
chitecture. To investigate the micromechanical response of spicule’s 
composite structure, we chose to perform indentation in layered regions. 
Additionally, the initiation and propagation of indentation cracks can 
reveal crucial information about a given material’s toughening mecha-
nisms (Sala et al., 2021; Xia et al., 2004), thus, indentation in layered 
regions provides an opportunity to probe the toughening mechanisms of 
spicule’s architecture. Fig. 4(a) shows the load versus displacement data 
for many indentations. The load reached at a maximum depth of 1 µm 
was around 35–40 mN and the average indentation size was ~ 6 µm. The 
indentation size is large enough that it encompasses several silica layers 

Fig. 3. SEM micrographs showing the microstructure of spicule- (a) cross-shape (four rays) of spicule, (b) cross-section of spicule shows its layered architecture, (c) 
micrograph taken at a higher magnification revealing the axial filament of spicule, (d) layers of spicule on the surface gives it a staircase like appearance. 
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in the spicules, so we are obtaining an overall response of the overall 
composite layered structure. Fig. 4(b and c) shows plots of Young’s 
modulus and hardness as a function of depth. The values for Young’s 
modulus and hardness were taken from the depth of 150 nm to 200 nm 
where they seem to be fairly constant. The values obtained for Young’s 
modulus and hardness were 31 ± 0.95 GPa and 2.9 ± 0.12 GPa, 
respectively. These values are in good agreement with those obtained by 

Woesz et al. (Woesz et al., 2006). 
To further understand the mechanical behavior of spicules, each 

indentation was studied using the SEM. Fig. 4(d, e, and f) show some of 
the micrographs of indents. In all the micrographs, delamination be-
tween the silica layers can be seen. The occurrence of delamination has 
paramount importance in designing composites as it absorbs energy, 
delays crack initiation, and prevents catastrophic failure of the material. 

Fig. 4. (a) Load versus displacement plot for spicule obtained by nanoindentation, (b) variation of Young’s modulus as a function of depth, (c) variation of hardness 
as a function of depth, (d, e, f) SEM micrographs showing toughening mechanisms namely (d) delamination, (e) crack deflection, and (f) crack arrest of spicule. 
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The delamination between silica layers indicates that the interface be-
tween them is indeed weak compared to the strength of the silica itself. 
Fig. 4(e) shows the deflection of a crack at the interlayer region. A crack 
initiated in the silica layer has been deflected by the interface before it 
propagated to another layer. In addition to crack deflection, the inter-
face was also able to arrest the crack in some cases (Fig. 4(f)). It is 
interesting to note that the organic glue between silica layers in the 
spicule of E. aspergillum is very thin (5–10 nm) (Aizenberg et al., 2005; 
Weaver et al., 2007). Nevertheless, this layer thickness was sufficient to 
promote crack deflection and crack arrest. 

Note that in the present study, indentations have been performed 
only in the layered region of the transversal cross-section of spicules 
where the direction of indent penetration coincides with the long axis of 
layers (along the length of a cylinder). In this orientation, the indent 
pushes layers with respect to each other and maximizes the chances of 
delamination. Indentations on the longitudinal cross-section might also 
provide further insights into the fracture and toughening behavior of 
spicules. The systematic study probing the toughening behavior of the 
layered structure in different orientations will be investigated in the 
future. 

3.3. Tensile behavior of individual spicules 

Studying the tensile behavior of natural fibers is a challenge due to 
their non-uniform cross-sectional area ((Silva et al., 2008), as well as 
fine diameter (the latter is true of synthetic fibers also). Some in-
vestigators have used the area after fracture, but this is often not accu-
rate due to large amounts of plastic deformation or in this case, due to 
the sliding between silica layers (section 3.5). Because of these factors, 
the use of two-dimensional characterization techniques often result in 
underestimating cross-sectional area, and thus, overestimating the 
strength of fibers. We used the x-ray microscope to non-destructively 
quantify the spicule diameter in the gage section of the sample prior 
to testing. This enabled us to calculate the stress distribution (from the 
applied load) through the entire gage section of the spicule. 

The cross-sectional area of individual spicules was measured using x- 
ray microscopy prior to testing. The entire cardboard frame with the 
spicule was inserted into the x-ray microscope. This made it possible to 
image each spicule before the test. Five equidistant locations on each 
spicule were imaged from two orthogonal views (0◦ and 90◦) and the 
diameter of the spicule at these locations was measured from the ra-
diographs. The average and standard deviation (error bar) is calculated 
from all these 10 measurements. Fig. 5(a and b) show radiographs of a 
spicule prior to testing. A few spicules were imaged throughout their 
gage length to see the variation in cross-sectional area. Fig. 5(e) shows 
the variation of the cross-sectional area over the gage length for a spicule 
having gage length of 25 mm. It can be seen from Fig. 5(e) that the cross- 
sectional area of this spicule decreases from 3300 µm2 to 1200 µm2 

which corresponds to a decrease in area of about 64%. This clearly 
shows that the cross-sectional area of spicules varies significantly over 
their length and that miscalculating the area can introduce a significant 
error in spicule strength. Thus, accurately measuring fracture area for 
each spicule is extremely important. 

Once the spicule was fractured, both the fracture surfaces were 
collected and imaged again using the x-ray microscope. Images were 
taken again from two orthogonal views (0◦ and 90◦). This gives 4 
datapoints (2 fracture surfaces + 2 orthogonal views) for the fracture 
area of each fiber. These 4 values were used to calculate the average and 
standard deviation of the fracture area. The above procedure helped not 
only in measuring the fracture area but also to track down the points of 
fracture locations on spicules. Fig. 5(c and d) shows the x-ray radio-
graphs of two fracture surfaces of the same spicule shown in Fig. 5(a and 
b). 

Fig. 5(f, g, and h) represent the average area and fracture area 
observed for spicules with gage lengths of 10 mm, 15 mm, and 25 mm, 
respectively. Sample number on X-axis represents dataset for each fiber 

of a particular gage length. 20 samples of each gage length were tested in 
tensile loading out of which some failed before during handling of fibers 
(before starting the test) while some failed at their attachment to the 
cardboard frame (near superglue). These samples were not considered 
for further analysis. Adequate results were obtained for 7 spicules of 10 
mm gage length, 7 spicules of 15 mm gage length, and 11 spicules of 25 
mm gage length. Three gage lengths have been utilized here to study the 
defect distribution with changing gage length accompanied by its effect 
on the strength of fibers. The use of three gage lengths of spicules also 
helped in the determination of Young’s modulus analytically. These 
segments are discussed in-detail in the later part of the paper. The error 
bar in Fig. 5(f, g, and h) shows the standard deviation that was calcu-
lated from multiple measurements used to get the average and fracture 
area. Fig. 5(f, g, and h) clearly show that the cross-sectional area at 
fracture locations for almost all spicules was significantly smaller 
compared to their average cross-sectional area. Inspection of the entire 
gage length of fractured spicules from x-ray microscopy revealed that 
the spicules were prone to fracture at locations where their cross- 
sectional area was a minimum. These minimum area locations are 
likely to cause higher stress concentration locally such that the weakest 
flaw in the local neighborhood of these locations acts as a crack initi-
ating site and leads to failure. 

Note that these spicules are made up of amorphous silica which is 
inherently brittle. Due to the absence of plastic deformation, ceramics 
are brittle and extremely sensitive to the size and distribution of volu-
metric defects present in them. Flaws in ceramics act as sites for stress 
concentration. The stress concentration at flaw directly varies with its 
size, thus, failure usually initiates at the weakest flaw (largest size) 
where stress concentration is maximum. However, the present results 
shown in Fig. 5 suggest that the non-uniform cross-sectional area also 
has a role to play in the failure initiation. We believe that there is an 
interplay between the stress concentration caused due to smaller cross- 
sectional area and stress concentration at the weakest (largest size) flaw 
present in the spicule. Minimum cross-sectional area locations elevate 
stress concentration locally. It is possible that the stress concentration at 
the flaw near these locations might exceed the stress concentration at 
the global weakest flaw present in the spicule. In such cases, failure 
initiates not from the weakest flaw in the entire spicule but from the 
local weak flaw present near minimum cross-sectional area locations. It 
is also possible that the largest flaw in the spicule lies near the minimum 
cross-sectional area locations. In such cases, it will further accelerate the 
initiation of failure. 

The fracture area for a couple of samples of 25 mm gage length 
(samples 2 and 3) was slightly higher than the average area as shown in 
Fig. 5(i). It means that the failure in these samples was not initiated near 
the minimum cross-sectional area locations. This indicates the possi-
bility of failure initiation in these spicules from the global weakest flaw 
which was not present near minimum area locations. The largest flaw 
might be present at larger area locations in these spicules where stress 
concentration exceeds the stress concentration at minimum area sites, 
and thus, spicules did not fracture at minimum area locations. 

The above results show that the site of failure initiation depends on 
the relative dominance of cross-sectional area and flaw size distribution 
for each fiber. The systematic approach implemented in the present 
study revealed the interplay between these two factors. The current 
observations show the impact of varying cross-sectional areas of spicules 
on their fracture behavior and underline the importance of locating 
fracture sites for each spicule. 

Measuring the Young’s modulus of single, fine diameter fibers is a 
challenge. The main problem is that an extensometer cannot be attached 
to the sample. Measuring the total displacement of the fiber, using the 
cross-head displacement, to calculate strain is erroneous because the 
total displacement obtained involves contributions from not only the 
spicule but also from the cardboard frame, grips, etc. At large dis-
placements, the elastic contribution from the machine and grips is small, 
but in the elastic regime, it can be a large fraction of the total strain. In 
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Fig. 5. (a and b) X-ray micrographs of single spicule taken at different locations, (c and d) X-ray micrographs showing fracture surfaces of the same spicule shown in 
a and b, (e) variation of cross-sectional area over the entire gage length for one of the spicule, (f, g, and h) average area and fracture area for spicules with gage 
lengths 10 mm, 15 mm, and 25 mm respectively. 
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the present work, the compliance of the system (apart from fiber) can be 
determined by measuring the displacement at several gage lengths 
(ASTM International, 2000; Chawla et al., 2005; Silva et al., 2009, 
2008). The total displacement obtained in the fiber testing can be 
expressed as follows-. 

δt

F
=

[
1

EA

]

l+ c (1)  

where, δt is total displacement, F is the applied force, E, A, and l are the 
Young’s modulus, average cross-sectional area, and gage length of fiber, 
respectively, and c is the compliance of testing system. If δt/F is plotted 
versus l, a straight-line plot is obtained with slope 1/EA and intercept c, 
the compliance of the testing system (Fig. 6). 

As shown in Fig. 6, the compliance of the system was obtained by 
fitting a straight line. Once the compliance of the system is determined, 
its value can be used to obtain Young’s modulus for each spicule using 
Eq. (1). Young’s modulus was found to lie in the range of 35–40 GPa and 
exhibited significant variability (Table 1). A careful observation of Fig. 6 
suggests that the variability in the value of δt/F and thus, Young’s 
modulus increases with the increase in gage length of spicules. The 
answer of this behavior lies in the evolution of defect distribution with 
the gage length of spicules. In ceramics, the existence of volumetric 
defects like porosity and microcracks reduce the elastic energy and 
decrease the Young’s modulus. Thus, the Young’s modulus of ceramic 
fibers depends on size and distribution of flaws within them (Coble and 
Kingery, 1956; Meyers and Chawla, 2008). With the increase in gage 
length, the distribution of flaws in the fiber gets broader. So, the prob-
ability of finding flaws of varying sizes increases with higher gage 
length, thus, the variability in their Young’s modulus. 

Fig. 7(a, b, and c) show the stress–strain curves for all the gage 
lengths of spicules tested. All the curves have been corrected for 
compliance of the testing system. The correction for compliance shifts 
the stress–strain curve to the left side as shown in Fig. 7(d). It can be seen 
from Fig. 7(a,b, and c) that the spicules of 25 mm gage length showed 
significantly higher variability in their strengths when compared to 
spicules of 10 mm and 15 mm gage lengths. The tensile behavior of 
ceramics is highly dependent on the nature and distribution of flaws in 
them. The higher variability in strength for 25 mm gage length spicules 
suggests a likely broader flaw size distribution. This topic will be dis-
cussed with detailed statistics in a later section. 

Average strengths and 50th percentile strengths for different gage 

lengths of spicules have been listed in Table 1. Unlike ductile materials, 
the strength distribution curves for brittle materials don’t follow normal 
distribution. The broad distribution in the strengths of ceramics is best 
represented by Weibull statistics. Thus, in the present study, 50th 
percentile strength is calculated using Weibull statistics (discussed later) 
and represented along with average strengths. 50th percentile strength 
is the strength at which the survival probability of fiber is 50%. It can be 
seen from Table 1 that the 10 mm gage length spicules showed the 
highest average and 50th percentile tensile strength, while spicules with 
15 mm and 25 mm gage lengths exhibited similar values. From con-
ventional ceramic fracture theories, we anticipate that the average 
tensile strength is dependent on the average flaw size (Chawla, 2003). 
The higher the flaw size, the higher the chance of flaw leading to failure 
and limiting the strength of the spicule. The probability of finding larger 
flaws increases with the increase in gage length as the overall volume 
increases. But the similar strengths observed for 15 mm and 25 mm gage 
lengths of spicules contradict the conventional ceramic behavior. 

The cause of this observation lies in the varying cross-sectional areas 
of spicules. The spicules of E. aspergillum exhibit varying cross-sectional 
areas throughout their gage length. In addition to that, a majority of 
spicules were observed to fracture in the regions of minimum area 
location as described previously. Thus, the stress distribution across the 
gage length of spicule is not uniform and tends to be largest at the 
minimum area locations. Because of this, the local microstructure near 
the minimum area locations plays a major role in addition to the volume 
(gage length) effect. 

In Fig. 8, tensile strengths of all the spicules have been plotted versus 
fracture area. Irrespective of the gage lengths, the strength of spicules 
can be seen to be inversely dependent on their cross-sectional area at 
fracture locations. Higher cross-sectional area increases the probability 
of having larger flaws that can lead to early fracture, thus limiting the 
strength of spicules. The probability of finding regions of smaller cross- 
sectional area increases with the gage length. As shown in Fig. 8, some 
spicules with 25 mm gage length contain locations with a very small 
cross-sectional area (<1000 µm2) and were observed to fracture in those 
locations so they exhibit higher strength compared to other fibers. This 
increases the average strength for 25 mm gage length samples. Such 
inverse dependency between the cross-sectional area and strength of 
fibers was observed previously for pineapple leaf fibers (Satyanarayana 
et al., 1986). Note that the cross-sectional area in the present discussion 
is the fracture area of spicule (which is equal to minimum area across the 
gage length for most of the spicules) and not the average cross-sectional 
area. The average cross-sectional area might be larger for a given 
spicule, but the presence of smaller area locations along the gage length 
increases its strength. The observation noted in the present work pro-
vides a novel perspective to consider while predicting the tensile 
behavior of ceramic fibers with the varying cross-sectional area. 

3.4. Statistical analysis of failure strengths 

As discussed in the previous section, the spicules of E. aspergillum 
exhibited significant variability in their failure strengths, especially 

Fig. 6. The plot of normalized displacement versus gage length of spicules. 
After fitting a straight line, Y-intercept of the plot gives compliance of the 
testing system. 

Table 1 
Table summarizing mechanical properties of spicules obtained by tensile testing.  

Gage 
length 
(mm) 

Young’s 
modulus 
(GPa) 

Fracture 
strength 
(MPa) 

50th 
percentile 
strength 
(MPa) 

Weibull modulus 

10 40 ± 8 654 ± 87 659 6.7 
15 40 ± 19 504 ± 79 498 5.8 
25 38 ± 14 514 ± 178 509 2.2 (considering single 

flaw population) or 1.7 
and 5.3 (considering 
bimodal flaw 
population)  
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spicules having 25 mm gage length showed higher variability. The 
variability in failure strengths is well expected for ceramic fibers due to 
the presence of inherent flaws and the absence of plastic deformation. 

The variability in failure strengths can be systematically analyzed using 
Weibull statistics (Weibull, 1951; Chawla, 1998). According to the 
Weibull approach, the survival probability for fiber is given by-. 

P(σ) = exp
[

−

(
σ
σ0

)m ]

(2)  

where σ is failure strength, σ0 is characteristic strength corresponding to 
survival probability of 37% (i.e. P(σ) = 0.37), and m is the Weibull 
modulus. To assign survival probabilities to spicules, they are arranged 
in an ascending order of their failure strengths and survival probability 
was estimated using the following operator-. 

P(σ)i = 1 −
i

N + 1
(3)  

where, i = 1,2,3,…N, N is the total number of fibers, and P(σ)i is the 
survival probability at i th strength value. By substituting Eq. (3) to Eq. 
(2), the following equation can be obtained. 

lnln
[

N + 1
N + 1 − i

]

= mln
σ
σ0

(4) 

Thus, the plot of lnln
[

N+1
N+1− i

]
on Y-axis and lnσ on X-axis gives the 

straight line with slope m, the Weibull modulus, and intercept m ln(σ0), 
where, σ0 is a characteristic strength. Once Weibull modulus and char-
acteristic strength are found, the 50th percentile strength (at P(σ) = 0.5) 
can be determined by using Eq. (2). 

The Weibull modulus is a measure of the variability in failure 

Fig. 7. Stress–strain curves for spicules having gage lengths (a) 10 mm, (b) 15 mm, and (c) 25 mm. (d) stress–strain plot showing as measured data and data 
corrected for the compliance of testing system for one of 10 mm gage length spicule. 

Fig. 8. The plot of strength versus fracture area of spicules showing the inverse 
dependency between them. 
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strengths. As discussed in earlier sections, the strength of ceramic fibers 
depends on the size and distribution of flaws within them. Thus, the 
Weibull modulus can directly be correlated to the distribution of flaws. 
The higher the Weibull modulus, the lower the variability in failure 
strengths, and, thus, the narrower the defect size distribution. On the 
other hand, the lower value of the Weibull modulus is suggestive of 
broader flaw size distribution. 

Fig. 9(a) shows the plots of Weibull modulus for different gage 
lengths of spicules. As shown in Fig. 9(a), the Weibull modulus decreases 
with an increase in the gage length of spicules. The Weibull modulus for 
25 mm gage length spicules is 2.2 which is significantly lower than that 
of 10 mm and 15 mm gage length. As the gage length increases, the 
probability of finding varying sizes of strength limiting flaws also in-
creases which results in a broader flaw size distribution and thus, a 
lower Weibull modulus. Such dependency between gage length and 
Weibull modulus has been reported previously for various ceramic and 
natural fibers (Chawla et al., 2005; de Andrade Silva et al., 2010; Silva 
et al., 2008). Note that the Weibull modulus gives an idea about only 
flaw size distribution and not the average flaw size. Average flaw size 
governs the average strength of fibers. It can be correlated with the 
average strengths observed for different gage lengths. The lower the 
average flaw size, the higher the average failure strength. Thus, the 
lowest flaw size is expected for 10 mm gage length of spicules while the 
similar average strengths for 15 mm and 25 mm gage length of spicules 
suggest that they have similar average flaw size. This is schematically 
represented in Fig. 9(b). In Fig. 9(b), average flaw size and flaw size 
distribution both have been considered. Thus, 10 mm gage length 

spicules likely have the smallest average flaw size and narrowest flaw 
size distribution. On the other hand, 15 mm and 25 mm gage length 
spicules exhibited similar average strengths but varying Weibull 
modulus. We hypothesize that the similar average strength observed for 
these gage lengths comes from their similar average flaw size and the 
lower Weibull modulus for 25 mm gage length spicules is due to broader 
size distribution of flaws within them (Fig. 9(b)). 

In the above analysis, the two-parameter Weibull approach was used 
to quantify the variability in failure strengths of spicules. The 25 mm 
data suggests that there might be two types of flaw populations in 25 
mm gage length spicules. In Fig. 9(c), two different straight lines were 
fitted for the first four data points and the rest of the data. This gives two 
different Weibull moduli, 1.7 and 5.3. In previous sections, we discussed 
that there might be interplay between two different crack initiating sites, 
namely global weakest flaws and minimum cross-sectional area loca-
tions. We saw that the probability of finding the regions of varying cross- 
sections was higher in 25 mm gage length spicules and some of these 
spicules had locations with cross-sectional area < 1000 µm2 (Fig. 8). 
From Fig. 5(h), we also recall that some of the spicules of 25 mm gage 
length had fracture area higher than their average area and that brought 
us to say that in those spicules the crack might have initiated from the 
global weakest flaw. We speculate that the two flaw populations and 
Weibull moduli for 25 mm gage length spicules arise due to these two 
different crack initiating sites. In Fig. 8 and Fig. 9(c) and, we can see that 
the spicules having higher strength had smaller cross-sectional area at 
fracture locations and give Weibull modulus of 5.3. As discussed earlier, 
the failure process does not start from the weakest global flaw in these 

Fig. 9. (a) Weibull statistical distribution of failure strengths for different gage lengths of spicules, (b) schematic representation of flaw size distribution in different 
gage lengths of spicules, and (c) Weibull statistical distribution for 25 mm gage length spicules considering bimodal flaw population. 
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spicules, instead, the weaker flaw in the local neighborhood of minimum 
area locations initiates the process of fracture and the population of 
flaws near minimum area locations determines the Weibull modulus. On 
the other hand, the spicules having lower strength had higher area at 
fracture locations (Fig. 8). We believe that the crack initiation started 
from the weakest flaw in these spicules and the population of global 
weakest flaws determines Weibull modulus. 

The presence of two Weibull moduli has been reported in earlier 
literature for SiC fibers. The different types of flaw populations 
responsible for such behavior were sample edge flaws and tensile surface 
flaws (Easler et al., 1981), extrinsic flaws on the surface and intrinsic 
flaws on the surface and in the volume (Lissart and Lamon, 1997), and 
surface flaws and inner flaws (Goda and Fukunaga, 1986). The authors 
believe that the present trend observed for 25 mm gage length fibers is 
due to the competition between two failure initiation mechanisms, 
namely global weakest flaw and excessive stress concentration near 
minimum area locations. 

3.5. Fractographic study and failure mechanism of spicules 

Observation of fracture surfaces provides a way to determine the 
cause of failure. The features of fracture surfaces often reveal the 
mechanisms of failure. In addition to qualitative information, a quan-
titative information about material’s properties (e.g. fracture toughness) 
can also be gathered from the fractographic study. Fig. 10(a) shows the 
two fracture surfaces of the same spicule. The first thing evident from 
Fig. 10(a) is that the layers of spicule on the fracture surface do not lie in 
a single plane. That means all the layers did not fracture at the same 
time. Fig. 10(b and c) show another fracture surface of the spicule where 
crack deflection can be seen at the interface between the layers. Fig. 10 
(d) shows the sliding between the layers. All the above-mentioned 
mechanisms, i.e., non-catastrophic failure, crack deflection, and inter-
layer sliding adds to the toughness of the spicule. 

The crack initiation and growth in the spicules is shown in Fig. 10(e). 
The fracture surface exhibits a classic mirror, mist, and hackle fracture 
morphology observed in glass fibers (Mecholsky et al., 1974). The 
mirror, as the name suggests, is a smooth/shiny region while the hackle 
is highly uneven surface. The transition region between mirror and 
hackle is known as mist. The formation of these regions is governed by 
crack velocity which is minimum in a mirror and maximum in the 
hackle. The location of mirror points to the location of crack initiating 
flaw and the presence of these regions suggest that the crack propaga-
tion has started from there. In the present work, these regions have been 
observed not only in the central core but also in many of the individual 
layers. One such fractographic image is shown in Fig. 10(g), where the 
magnified region shows the presence of a mirror, mist, and hackle re-
gimes in a single layer. This suggests that the interface between the 
layers was not only able to deflect the crack but was also able to arrest 
the crack completely. Once the crack is arrested, it must start in the next 
layer again. These processes consume energy and increase the toughness 
of the spicule. 

The previous studies conducted on the spicules of E. aspergillum 
mostly focused on comparing mechanical properties of spicules to that 
of synthetic glass fibers. Mayer et al. tested and compared mechanical 
performance of E. aspergillum’s spicules to glass fibers in various 
loading conditions (Mayer et al., 2005; Mayer and Zhou, 2009; Sarikaya 
et al., 2001; Walter et al., 2007a, 2007b) and environments (Johnson 
et al., 2010) and observed spicules of E. aspergillum outperforming 
synthetic fibers in all the cases. Monn et al. (Monn et al., 2020; Monn 
and Kesari, 2017) compared mechanical properties of E. aspergillum’s 
spicules to the spicules of T. aurantia in bending test modality. The 
spicules of T. aurantia are also made of amorphous silica but do not 
exhibit layered architecture. They also observed higher toughness and 
failure strain for E. aspergillum’s spicules. These studies investigating 
mechanical properties of E. aspergillum’s spicules suggested that the 
layered architecture of spicule improves its toughness. Even so, there is 

no concrete understanding of mechanisms through which toughness gets 
improved. In the present work, fracture surfaces revealed novel insights 
into the toughening mechanisms of spicule. The layers of the spicule are 
designed in such a way that the interface between them is weak 
compared to the strength of layers. This weak interface absorbs energy 
and delays the fracture process through multiple mechanisms. It deflects 
the crack propagating from one layer to another and reduces its speed, it 
allows layers to slide past each other, in addition to that, it also arrests 
cracks in some cases. 

So far, we have seen that the layered architecture of spicules provides 
multiple mechanisms to improve their toughness, but the important 
question lies in the crack initiation site and the subsequent crack growth 
mechanisms. As shown in Fig. 3(b and c), the spicule consists of a central 
core and concentric silica layers surrounding it. When the spicule is 
subjected to tensile loading, the outer surface (outer layers) is under 
plane stress condition where the stress required for stable crack propa-
gation is smaller compared to the central core which is subjected to 
plane strain condition. On the other hand, the size of the central core of 
the spicule is almost half of its total size, so the probability of finding 
strength limiting flaws is more in the central core compared to outer 
layers which make the central core more susceptible to crack initiation. 
These two competing factors make it difficult to conclusively identify 
the site of failure initiation. None of the previous studies conducted on 
E. aspergillum’s spicules was able to decipher the failure mechanism of 
spicule’s architecture in tensile loading. Mayer et al. (Mayer et al., 2005) 
conducted tensile testing on E. aspergillum’s spicules and speculated that 
the crack first initiates in the outer layers and then reaches to the central 
core. They hypothesized the failure mechanism from the force versus 
displacement behavior of spicules, but the fracture surfaces observed in 
their work do not provide conclusive evidence. 

In our study, the observation of fracture surfaces revealed interesting 
insights into the failure mechanism of spicules. Fig. 10(d) shows the 
fractured spicule where sliding between the layers can be seen when the 
core of the spicule is still intact. We believe that the crack initiates in the 
outer layers, followed by the layers sliding past each other and, subse-
quently, fracturing allowing the crack to propagate to the next layer. 
Once all the layers are fractured, the load will be carried by the central 
core of the spicule. Now it depends on where the weakest flaw is located 
in the central core because the fracture of the central core must start 
from there. In Fig. 10(d), that location is shown by a white arrow. Once 
the core ruptures, a crack propagates catastrophically through layers at 
that location. The presence of interlayer sliding and intact central core as 
shown in Fig. 10(d) rejects the possibility of crack initiation in the 
center. Furthermore, if the central core fractures first, it should result in 
a sudden load drop at the start. Such a load drop was not observed for 
any spicule in the initial regime of their stress–strain curves. This further 
supports the idea that crack initiates in the outer layers and central core 
fractures at the last. The failure mechanism described above is sche-
matically shown in Fig. 11 and can be briefly summarized in the 
following steps:  

1. Crack initiates in the outermost layer and a few outer layers fracture 
first  

2. The remaining layers either slide past each other, deflect the crack or 
arrest the crack at the interface. These all mechanisms increase the 
toughness of the spicule.  

3. Once the crack is arrested, it reinitiates in the next layer when the 
stress concentration at the crack tip exceeds the critical stress con-
centration required for stable crack propagation.  

4. Steps 2 and 3 go on till the crack reaches the central core.  
5. The central core is the last to fracture. 

In the above failure mechanism, we considered that failure initiates 
from the outermost layer due to the presence of plane stress condition. It 
is also possible that one of the internal layers contains a larger flaw at 
which stress concentration exceeds the stress concentration caused due 
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Fig. 10. SEM micrographs showing fracture surfaces of spicules. (a) two fracture surfaces of the same spicule showing non-planar nature of layers suggestive of non- 
catastrophic failure. (b, c) fracture surface showing crack deflection at the interface between layers. The box in (b) indicates the location of (c) (d) interlayer sliding 
within the spicule when the core is still intact, (e) mirror, mist, and hackle regions showing the characteristics of ceramic fracture surface, and (f, g) the presence of 
mirror, mist, and hackle regions in individual layer suggesting the crack arrest and re-nucleation of crack. The box in (f) indicates the location of (e). 
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to plane stress condition on the surface of the spicule. In that case, the 
failure can start from the inner layer, subsequently breaking remaining 
layers and the central core. 

3.6. Quantitative fractography – Obtaining fracture toughness of central 
core of the spicule 

In a previous section, we saw that the layered architecture of the 

Fig. 11. Schematic representation of failure mechanism of E. aspergillum’s spicules in tensile loading.  

Fig. 12. SEM micrographs showing the crack-initiating flaws on the fracture surface of spicules.  
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spicule delays the fracture process and increases its toughness through 
multiple mechanisms. To quantify the advantages of layered architec-
ture, the fracture toughness of E. aspergillum’s spicule was compared to 
either synthetic glass fibers or spicules of another sea sponge in prior 
investigations (Johnson et al., 2010; Monn et al., 2020; Monn and 
Kesari, 2017; Walter et al., 2007b, 2007a). But the inherent difference in 
the chemistry does not make these materials the best candidate for 
comparison. The best possible way for comparison would be to isolate 
and test the central core, which does not exhibit architecture. Given that 
the size of the core is merely 20–30 µm, isolating it is extremely difficult 
and currently out of the scope of present tools. Instead of that, efforts 
could be made to measure the fracture toughness of the central core by 
indirect means. In a previous section, we briefly discussed the charac-
teristics of ceramic fracture surfaces. We saw that location of the mirror 
points to the location of crack initiating flaws. Fig. 12 shows a few such 
strength limiting flaws spotted on the fracture surfaces of the central 
core. By considering the theory of linear elastic fracture mechanics, the 
size of these flaws can be correlated to the fracture toughness by using 
the following equation-. 

KIC = Fσf
̅̅̅̅̅
πc

√
(5)  

where, KIC is a fracture toughness in mode I type of cracking, σf is the 
failure strength, c is a crack size and F is a geometric constant which is 
equal to 2/π for the inner circular flaws. Using the above equation, the 
fracture toughness of the central cores of all the spicules has been 
calculated. The fracture toughness was observed to be 0.43 ± 0.14 MPa. 
m1/2 (mean ± standard deviation). The observed fracture toughness for 
the central core is slightly lower compared to amorphous silica 
(0.58–0.78 MPa.m1/2). It is possible that the inherent chemistry of 
biosilica and the presence of hydration could be responsible for this. 
Miserez et al. (Miserez et al., 2008) also observed a lower fracture 
toughness (0.35 MPa.m1/2) for the central core of the spicule in Mono-
rhaphis chuni. The present values for fracture toughness are not 
compared to the previously reported values for E. aspergillum’s spicules 
because they differ in the units as well as a methodology of calculation. 
But the procedure and the values reported in the present work could 
serve a useful purpose while investigating such layered architectures in 
the future. 

The present study conducted on E. aspergillum’s spicules provides 
unique insights into the tensile and fracture behavior of layered archi-
tecture materials. First, we observed the effect of varying cross-sectional 
areas on the tensile behavior of individual spicules. From the fractog-
raphy study, we saw that failure initiates in the outer layers and prop-
agates to the center through successive layers. The layers surrounding 
the silica core resist the propagation of cracks through multiple mech-
anisms and protect the central core. The principle of arranging material 
in concentric layers with a weak interface between them can further be 
utilized in the designs of engineering materials. A few efforts have 
already been started in this direction (Sadeghzade et al., 2020; Tavan-
garian et al., 2021). The current study advances the understanding of 
structure–property correlations in naturally existing layered materials 
and can provide a direction to researchers utilizing nature-inspired de-
signs to make synthetic materials. 

4. Conclusions 

The deformation and fracture behavior of spicules of the Venus 
flower basket were investigated. The following conclusions can be 
drawn from the present work: 

1. Three-dimensional non-destructive characterization using x-ray mi-
croscope revealed a network of two interweaving lattices on the 
skeletal wall of E. aspergillum. The interweaving lattices are likely to 
increase the number of free nodes and provide flexibility to the 
structure.  

2. The accurate quantification of spicule’s cross-sectional areas over the 
entire gage length and tracking down of failure locations provided a 
unique, comprehensive way to probe the tensile behavior of these 
structures. An interplay between two failure initiation sites, namely, 
weakest flaws and minimum cross-sectional area locations, was 
observed.  

3. The variability in the strengths of spicules was quantified using 
Weibull statistics and correlated to the flaw size distribution of fibers. 
The present work showed the possibility of bimodal flaw population 
in the 25 mm gage length fibers due to the interplay between two 
different crack initiation sites.  

4. The use of nanoindentation, tensile testing, and fractographic study 
revealed multiple toughening mechanisms (i.e. delamination of 
layers, interlayer sliding, crack deflection, and crack arrest) of the 
spicule’s composite architecture.  

5. An extensive fractographic study post tensile testing provided novel 
insights into the failure mechanism of layered spicules. The failure 
was initiated in the outer layers and propagated successively to the 
central core. The concentrically arranged shells protected the core of 
spicule.  

6. The fracture toughness of central core was quantified from fracture 
surfaces using the theory of linear elastic fracture mechanics 

In summary, the present research shows that solitary tensile testing, 
if performed in a systematic manner, provides an easy way to probe 
multiple mechanical properties and toughening and failure mechanisms 
of spicules and other fibers. 
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